Mrs. W.‛s Newsletter
LOOK WHAT WE‛RE LEARNING

SONG
HEART SHAPE
I made a heart for you.
I made a heart for you.
The heart shape says “I Love You”.
I made a heart for you.

We begin the month of February with the “HEART” shape and
explore the number “3”. The children will be introduced to the
heart shape, a symbol of love. We will thank God for our family
members for all the things they do. We also will make a special gift
for our grandparents. The children will listen to the storybook,
“My Heart Is Like a Zoo”. It‛s a cute book that introduces the zoo
animals that are made of heart shapes.
One of my favorite storybooks, “Sweet Hearts” will be read. A
little Panda decides to hide heart shapes all around the house to
say “I love you” to each family member. We will hunt for a variety
of heart shape colors to place on matching big heart shapes.

Monday, Feb. 3
Tuesday, Feb. 4

Wednesday, Feb. 5
Thursday, Feb. 6

STORY: “My Heart Is Like a Zoo”
by Michael Hall

STORY: “Sweet Hearts” by Jan
Carr & “Number ”3”

PROJECT: “Heart Shape Kitty”

PROJECT: “Valentine Bear Mailbag” Put together a teddy bear mailbag add

Glue on a variety of heart shapes to make a
heart shape kitty

sticker hearts

LEARNING TIME: “Valentine
Candy Match” Glue on brown foam

LEARNING TIME: “Candy Jar”

shapes to a red heart

Peel back “3” candy treats stickers to place
inside a candy jar

MOTOR: “Heart Match” Search
classroom for matching heart shape colors

MOTOR: “Heart Puzzle Hunt”

Search classroom for matching heart shape
puzzles

NOTE

LOVE

Grandparent‛s Day is scheduled next Monday, Feb. 10 and
Tuesday, Feb. 11. Grandparents or a special friend are welcome
to attend Grandparent‛s day. Please arrive at 10:15 and head to
my classroom. The children will sing a song, pass out their
special gift and then head downstairs to the basement to share
a special snack together.
Also, next week Valentine party. If your child would like to
pass out Valentine cards, please do not label individual names on
cards. You can label Valentine friend. There are 10 students in
class. We will place Valentines inside a mailbag that we will
make in class.

PEEK AT LAST WEEK

The number “2” was introduced as we learned
God made each of us special and gave us two
hands, feet, eyes and ears. We made handprints, decorated mittens and traced the
children‛s feet to place inside their number
book.
During our kindness lesson our golden heart
continues to shine as we put together snowman
coasters to donate to Meals on Wheels.

